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ft was a chance to experience the trick-
lest fork on the circuit, and it was the
first time Suzuki Japan allowed an Amer-
ican magazine to sling a leg over a
Suzuki outdoor works bike.

What makes this bike so special is the
works 49mm conventional Showa fork.

lWhat's it like to ride Damon Huffman's
Team Suzuki RH125? The wo*s Showa
suspensrbn is as smootfi as Damon is, but
the engine is morc Mike Tyson. ft hits bru-
tally had and is a handful in close quafters.

Because of the new AMA production
suspension rule for 125cc Supercross,
Team Suzuki's new right-side-up fork
can only be utilized in the Nationals.
This magic fork, along with outdoor
engine settings, make Huffman's RH125
one of the trickest bikes on the circuit,
the others being Tim Ferry's and Craig
Decker's RHl25s.

As if that plum weren't sweet enough,
Dirt Bike would also get to test the Huff-
mobile in its ultimate domain-the Hang-

town National course at Prairie City
SVRA near Sacramento, Califomia. After
the last 250 moto was run, we would get
the track for photos and testing. Team Su-
zuki Manager Roger DeCoster set up the
test, and the Dirt Diggers M.C. provided
the best Hangtown track we had ever
seen. While we waited our turn at the
works Suzuki, Huffman came within one
point of winning the Hangtown overall
and took the 125cc National points lead
from arch-rival Team Kawasaki.

By Tim "Lumpster" Tolleson
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DAftIOIIIIU]FfiIAMTHNS
Surprisingly, it was that magic fork

which cost Damon the overall win at
Hangtown. The front end washed out as
Huffman was reeling in teammate Ferry
for the second-moto win. Ferry held Huff-
man off, and Ryan Hughes took the over-
all with a 1-3 to Damon's 2-2. Damon
was too upset to even notice that we were
about to thrash his works weapon. We
were shocked to see the easy-going rising
star so angry, but that was nothing com-
pared to what the works Suzuki had in
store for the DB Works Wadders.

PIPEY IS AS PIPEY DOES
"This thing is hard to ride," Darrin

Hoeft said as he slid the bike to a stop on
the brutal Hangtown course. "There's
nothing down low, then it hits brutally
hard in the midrange. It pulls really hard
and keeps pulling through the top. The
motor is extremely fast, but I didn't ex-
pect it to be so pipey. I've ridden Da-
mon's practice bike [which is built by Da-
mon's dadl, and it has much better bottom
without giving up very much to the works
cylinder on top. This bike is fast, but I
like Damon's practice motor better."

Whoa. No wonder the bigwigs at Suzu-
ki refused to let anyone ride their works
bikes all these years. RMl25s have al-
ways been fast, and Suzuki has worked
long and hard in the last few years to pro-
duce a motor that's extremely fast and ex-
tremely easy to ride. Suzuki Japan has in-
vested big in building this user-friendly
reputation for the RM125, but its works
motor is nothing like that. It's the 600-
pound gorilla of the 125 class. This motor
demands respect and a whole bunch of
talent. In fact, Damon's outdoor bike is
even faster on top than the cheater YZl70
tested elsewhere in this issue.

Everything about the RH125 National
bike is geared for maximum power and
maximum revs. The stock 36mm Keihin is
canned in favor of a 3Smm PJ Keihin
(Decker and Ferry prefer the PWK). Suzuki
Japan widens the power-valves and mas-

l Hoeft feels that
Damon's factory
bike is the most
stable RM125 he
has ever ridden.
The fo* is mag-

ic-plush yet
impossible to

bottom.

Magnesium
engine covers, Ti
bolts and a hand-

built Pro Circuit
works pipe are the

only outward
clues that tDis l's a
works engine. The

38mm carb and
top-end mods

boost peak power
by almost 20%o at

the cost of
ease-of-rtding.>

sages the exhaust port and overall port tim-
ing for max midrange and over-run. The
head is reworked and compression is boost-
ed slightly. The production ignition is
replaced by a works Kokusan Denki black
box, which retards quicker for more revs.
Power-valve preload is tightened 1.25 tums
to make the valves kick in sooner, too.
Reeds are by Carbon Tech for the
Nationals, while stock reeds with 17mm
stiffeners are used in the Supercross motor.
Unpainted, hand-built works pipes were
used earlier in the SX season, but now
Huffman is using Pro Circuit works pipes
with Bill's round silencers.

Surprisingly, gearing and jetting are the
same for Nationals and Supercross. Da-
mon nrns 12150, while stock is 12149. Jet-
ting is 180 main, 60 pilot, 1467M needle
in the middle position, 6.0 slide and two
out on the airscrew with VP Cl2 race gas
and Bel-Ray HIR mixed at 32:1. The
plug is NGK's new 69188-8, and the fil-
ter is by Twin-Air. Testing has shown that
the bike runs better with the stock airbox
lid in place. Aside from a works clutch
basket, Ti bolts, mag covers and careful
assembly, that's pretty much it for the
motor.

SUSPENSION SURPRISES
Thanks to rain and truckload after

truckload of sand, the normally hardpack
Hangtown course was soft and rutted-
make that extremely rutted. Most had
footpeg gouges in each side. Knowing we
would soon be experiencing the trickest
fork on the track, we watched the Nation-
al and handicapped the fork action of ev-
ery bike. It was no surprise that the works
Suzukis of Greg Albertyn, Huffman, Fer-
ry and Decker showed the least front-end
gyrations in huge, rutted-out braking
bumps (the only other non-violent front
ends belonged to the Yamahas of Emig,
Dowd and the Noleen crew). We knew
Showa's Twin Chamber conventional
works fork would be great, but we were
surprised athow great.

Thrce pinch bolts per side on the lower
triple clamp and axle increase rigidity.
Spot-on valving and an amazing bottom-
ing system work with 0.39-kg springs to
make this ttte best fork on the track.

"The fork is the best I've ever ridden,"
Hoeft, a long-time RM125 pilot, ex-
claimed. "I never bottomed it, and the
plushness on braking bumps is just in-
credible. The front end tracks better than
anything I've ever experienced. This is the
most stable Suzuki I've ever seen. The
shock kicked me a bit on braking bumps,
but itjust kicked up, not from side to side.
I'm sure we could've adjusted the kick out,
given time. Even so, I'm amazed at how
good the suspension works and how stable
this bike is on such a rough track."

The suspension even worked
admirably under my 225-pound heft. I
purposely slammed the front end into
braking bumps and came up short on
jumps to see if I could bottom the fork. I
couldn't. The shock worked just as well.
What's even more amazing is that the
shock spring is stock (a.8 kg) and that I
can't even ride the production RMl25
with the stock spring. The valving is
completely reworked, and the team bike
has a more progressive works linkage.
Fork springs are 0.39 kg for Nationals,
while Damon uses 0.41s indoors and the
stock inverted forks use 0.38s.

So, while the stock RMl25 has soft-to-
the-point-of-harsh suspension and a
smooth motor, Damon's bike has stiffer
but plusher boingers and a motor that will
rip your arms off. Weird.

CHASSIS & MAINTENANCE
The rest of the bike is pretty much what

we expected. Titanium, magnesium and
billet aluminum drop the RH125 down to
203 pounds on the AMA scales. Works
Nissin master cylinders drive standard cal-
ipers and hoses. Softer works brake pads
provide more stopping power for the high-
er speeds of outdoor motocross. The front
hub is a stock polished unit, while the rear
is magnesium. Excel rims are laced up with
stock spokes. On harder surfaces, the 1.85-
inch rear rim is traded for a 2.O5 for more
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Darrtn Hoeft is pals with Huffman and has
ridden his practice bikes. Hoett was jazed
with the works fork, but shocked to see
how pipey the motor had become. The out-
door engine b set up totally for top-end.

tire footprint. Dunlop K490 and K695 (or
7551D152 for soft terrain) tires are run at
l2 psi.

Works pegs, glide plate, billet alumi-
num triple clamps, Ti axles and motor
mounts, and Works Connection frame
guards go on each RHl25, and the team
uses Suzuki bend Protaper bars. UFO
provides the plastic, while the front num-
ber plate/fork guard is works Suzuki.
None of this stuff is really noticeable
while you are riding, though. What is no-
ticeable is how well all of the controls
work. The throttle is stock, and so is the
rear brake pedal. The clutch lever is a
works shorty unit, and the front brake
lever is '96 pre-production. Grips and the
shifter are stock. Everything works so
well because it's under the constant care
of Tony Berluti, Damon's mechanic.

DAIIIOII H UF FftIAil'S RHNS
Tony keeps the RH better than new. He

splits the cases after every National (or two
to three SXs) and changes the piston, rings,
wristpin and top bearing every race. Lower-
end bearings are replaced every other race.
So are the reeds. The pipe is changed when
damaged or after five races, while the
silencer lasts three races. Clutch plates,
springs, brake pads and the chain are also
replaced for each event. Sprockets are
changed every other race. For supercross,
the frame and swingarm are replaced every
five events, but Nationals aren't as hard on
these components. More attention is paid to
the motor for Nationals, while supercross
requires more chassis work. Suspension
components are rebuilt after every two
events. Air filters are thrown away after
every moto or practice session. Wheels
generally last six races.

So, each time Damon slings a leg over
the bike, it feels better than new. We rode
Damon's RH after two hours of practice
and wide-open racing, and it felt way bet-
ter than a brand-new production bike.
That's another reason the Suzuki bosses
haven't let us magazrne types ride the
works iron, because we have to say things
like this. The average guy might feel
slighted that his bike isn't as good as an
RH. Well, it would be if you tore your
bike apart after every ride and kept thd

factory's replacement schedule. Your
dealer would love you, for sure.

THE BOTTOM LINE
Georges Jobe once told us, "Only a

World Champion can properly test a

World Champion's bike." There's some
truth to Jobe's egotism, but the racing has
already proven the machinery. The days
of superstars like Robert and DeCoster
winning on substandard equipment are
gone. What Jobe is missing is that racing
is advertising and that winning races sells
motorcycles, but magazine tests sell mo-
torcycles, too-if the motorcycles being
tested are good. Huffman's RHl25 is a
very good motorcycle, but you have to be
a top-level rider to fully appreciate it. We
could all benefit from having Damon's
works fork, shock and linkage, but 997o
of us would be better off with a slightly
modified and well-maintained RMI 25.

We appreciate the chance to ride Huff-
man's RH125 and to tell you readers what
it's like. It's too pipey, but it also has the
best fork we have ever ridden. A produc-
tion version of the conventional works Sho-
wa fork will likely come on '96 RMs. After
riding Damon's RH, we can't wait to get
our hands on the '96 RMl25. Could this be
why Suzuki loosened up and reversed its
policy after all of these years? For your
sake, and ours, we sure hope so! E


